FLOYD CRAMER HITS
Arranged In
FLOYD CRAMER STYLE

Transcribed from the Floyd Cramer recordings by Bill McElhiney
Having worked closely with Floyd Cramer in arranging the orchestral background for the recordings of most of these songs, I was very pleased to be asked to transcribe the piano solo parts as played by Floyd. This job was somewhat the reverse of our work on the recordings, where we get together in planning the keys and routine of the songs and then I proceed to try to come up with orchestral background ideas and Floyd works out his unique style of playing the melodies. This style, as you will note, makes use of many short "grace" type notes played on the beat to embellish the melody with usually a single harmony note played above the melody in a very smooth manner, which, if played correctly, never loses the sound of the original melodic line.

I have tried to transcribe Mr. Cramer's solos as faithfully as possible, and I sincerely hope you enjoy playing them. Whenever possible I would suggest that you listen to Floyd's recordings of these songs as you practice from the book, as this will help you tremendously in relating the notes to the correct sound.

Bill McElhiney
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Fancy Free
FANCY PANTS

By FLOYD CRAMER
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Fancy Panis
FIRST IMPRESSION
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Slow Ballad

By FLOYD CRAMER
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FLIP FLOP AND BOP
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I Can Just Imagine
BOOTS RANDOLPH, CHET ATKINS, FLOYD CRAMER, JIMMY WILKERSON — FLOYD'S BIRTHDAY PARTY

FLOYD ENJOYING HIS WORK
Kisses And Tears
Kisses And Tears
Last Date
Tomorrow's Gone
Tomorrow's Gone
ON THE REBOUND

By FLOYD CRAMER
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SECRETS

By FLOYD CRAMER
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Chet Atkins' GUITAR METHOD—In Diagrams and Notes

Ideal for beginner students of the guitar as well as for folks interested in playing Chet Atkins' style, including his arrangements of such hit instrumentals, written by Chet, as SIMPLE SIMON and COUNTRY GENTLEMAN.

FULL SHEET MUSIC SIZE

Photos—Intimate pictures of CHET ATKINS practicing and recording —4 FULL PAGES.

PRICE $3.00

Roy Orbison Song Book

13 NEW SONGS: Complete words and music, with chord, symbols and guitar diagrams, including such hits as: Blue Bayou; Crying; The Crowd; In Dreams; Its Over; Running Scared; Oh Pretty Woman; Only The Lonely. FULL SHEET MUSIC SIZE.

PHOTOS: 6 Full Pages of Roy Orbison at Home on Old Hickory Lake, also on Stage and Doing a T.V. Show.

PRICE $2.50

Roy Acuff Song Folio No. 102

20 NEW SONGS complete words and music, with chord symbols and guitar diagrams, including such hits as: Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain; No One Will Ever Know; Pins and Needles; Wait for the Light to Shine—FULL SHEET MUSIC SIZE

PHOTOS — Roy Acuff and the Smoky Mountain Boys and Girls at Work and Play — 6 FULL PAGES

PRICE $2.50

Sole Selling Agents

Acuff-Rose

SALES INC.
2810 FRANKLIN RD.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204